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Actaris is a world leader in the design
and manufacturing of meters and
associated systems for the electricity,
gas, water and heat markets. Its
innovative products and systems
integrating the best-in class
technologies are specially designed for
public or private energy and water
suppliers, services companies and
industrial organisations. The group is
active in more than 30 countries with a
strong presence in Europe, Asia and
South America.

Actaris Metering Systems

ACE6000 meter
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1 General

The Actaris ACE6000 meter is a new
generation polyphase fully programmable
static meter, allowing billing and
management applications in IEC/DIN/BS
compliant countries, from big commercial
centres to industrial sites.

The ACE6000 meter is available either for
direct connection or for measuring
transformer connection.

The meters can be used as stand-alone
units (parameters are visualised on the LCD
display), or in a full system, backed by
software, for configuration programming,
data collection (including remote reading)
and data processing. The ACE6000 meter
offers great flexibility of applications, as well
as simplicity and reliability in operation.

1.1 Features
The ACE6000 is a complete metering
system, presented in a panel mounted “DIN”
compatible casing. Several output features,
communication ports (optical [according to
IEC62056] and electrical [according to
RS232 or RS485]) are available, using
standardised protocols.
The meter integrates energy metering,
maximum demand, and load profiling (up to
16 channels) in a single unit.

Diagnostic events are date stamped and
stored into a logbook of events (circular
table of 500 events). 

A historical register of data is also kept in
memory. Up to 8 rates, independent
between 10 energy channels and 10
demand channels, are supported by a
powerful integrated time switch. This allows
up to 24 daily profiles to be described, with
up to 16 switching times, 
and up to 100 exclusion days. 

A redundant three-phase autoranging power
supply (from 3 x 54 V up to 3 x 240/415
V), together with an extremely wide
measuring range, allows a single meter type
to be used across various installation
conditions within one utility area, thus
reducing inventory costs.

1.2 Available Versions
The ACE 6000 meter can be configured to
be used either in 4-wire or 3-wire systems
– for direct connection, and current
transformer connection, or CT.PT
connection, with or without neutral. It is
available in 50 Hz and in 60 Hz. Terminal
connection VDE (non-symmetrical) is
available.

Voltage ranges:
The autoranging feature covers the following
usual values, and all values in between:
• 3 x 57.7/100 V, 3 x 63.5/110 V
• 3 x 127/220 V, 3 x 230/400 V
• 3 x 240/415 V, 3 x 100 V, 3 x 110 V
• 3 x 230 V, 3 x 240 V, 3 x 400 V.

Current ranges:
• 5(100)A, and all intermediate values

(direct connection)
• 1(10)A, and all intermediate values (CT

and CT VT connection).

I/O ranges:
According to the type of output resources,
the ACE6000 meter is available in several
versions:
• Basic version, without output but with one

serial port
• Flexible version, with 5 outputs and with

one serial port. The serial port can be
either RS232 or RS485 compliant.

• Electrical interface for external push-
button (display scrolling)
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1.3 Resource Level
The ACE6000 meter is available with 5
different levels of firmware resources,
according to the number of available
channels for multi-rate counting of energy,
demand, and load profile channels.

1.4 Accuracy
The ACE6000 meter fully conforms to or
exceeds all relevant IEC standards, including
those dealing with electronic metering
equipment:
• class 1 for DC connection
• class 0.5 for CT connection

according to the applicable standard 
IEC62053/21-22-23

1.5 Benefits
The ACE6000 meter offers the following
benefits to the utility or utility client: 
• Reduced operational costs
• Reduced inventory costs
• Reduced non-technical losses
• Upgrade possibilities
• Excess demand and excess consumption,

monitoring and management
• Simple and easy installation
• Integration with existing systems
• Support of complex tariff structures.

1.6 Dimensions
The terminal cover is available

with standard or extended length

(301 mm with standard terminal cover)

Level R0

No Time Of Use, no Max Demand, no load 

profile

Typical usage: single tariff meter

Level R1

Energy: 3 channels, 10 rate registers

Demand: 3 channels, 7 rate registers

Load profiles: 2 x 3 channels

Level R2

Energy: 6 channels, 24 rate registers

Demand: 6 channels, 15 rate registers

Load profiles: 2 x 5 channels

Level R3

Energy: 6 channels, 24 rate registers

Demand: 6 channels, 18 rate registers

Load profiles: 2 x 6 channels

Level R4

Energy: 10 channels, 32 rate registers

Demand: 10 channels, 24 rate registers

Load profiles: 2 x 8 channels

Resource level description

ACE6000 dimensions with standard 

terminal cover
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2 Hardware Architecture

The meter is made up of the following
parts:
• The mechanical parts, including

the base plate, the terminal block
(type: DC-max 100 A, or CT-max 10A), the
cover and the terminal cover. 

The DC type terminal box includes an
additional protective cover (sealable) over
the IP links, which provides protection of
the link position.

The cover integrates a sealable transparent
door, which is designed to protect the
battery and the sealable push button.

The cover supports permanent markings
such as name plate.
• The current sensors: Mutual Current

Transformers (MCT),
2 types: 1(10)A or 5(100)A;

• The power supply board (bottom board) 
– 1 type: fully redundant, autoranging 
from 54 to 240 V.

• The top board supporting the CPU,
memory, and metrology front end; push-
buttons, LED’s for metrology, optical
communication interface, LCD (with
backlight) and its driver, outputs and serial
port.

Power supply board

MCT (current sensors)

Top board (processor)

Terminal block
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3 Metrology

The metrology function of the ACE6000
meter compiles a large number of basic
measurement quantities that are then
processed by the meter. 

This is done in several steps through a
combination of hardware and firmware
functions.

The ACE6000 meter uses unique
metrology electronics (for CT or DC, 50 Hz
or 60 Hz), and 2 types of current sensors
including a 1/2000 MCT (mutual current
transformer) for whole current meters, and
a 10/2000 MCT for CT meters. The output
of an MCT, being proportional to the
variations of the current, is integrated to
provide the current signal to the electronics:
Voltage is provided to the electronics
through a resistive divider:

The three voltage signals and the three
current signals are transformed on the top
board by a 6-channel, 16-bit, second order
analogue to digital converter. This is based
on the sigma-delta technology, widely used
in the audio industry. Digitised values of
currents and voltages samples are provided
every 0.5 ms.

Active and reactive power and energy
measurements are then calculated by
multiplying voltage and current signals (after
transformation of current for reactive),
integrating them over nearly one second,
and comparing the result with a threshold,
in order to deliver a number of pulses,
which quantify the quantity.

At this level, the following quantities are
available: aggregate active and reactive
energy, Irms, Urms.

Aggregate (three-phase) data are then
computed in the application. The next level
is the computation of all angles, the phase
sequence, and the power factors.
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4 Quantities

A complete set of measurement quantities
are available in the ACE6000, regardless of
the version and resource level.

Quantities are updated each second.
For 3-wire systems, the phase data are
calculated by generation of a virtual 4 wire
system with an artificial neutral point.
Quantities are used for data processing by
the meter, and are also available for
visualisation on the LCD display as
instantaneous values.

Summation and subtraction can be done
from internal channels.

Q2

Q3

Q1

Q4

Q

P
I

Export active power Import active power

S

Import
reactive
power

Export
reactive
power

The definition of the quadrants used
in this document

The ACE6000 proposes the following different measured quantities

52 Energy quantities 19 others 11 status

Active Reactive Apparent Power factor Energy

kWh ph 1+ kvarh ph 1+ kVAh ph 1+ PF ph1

kWh ph 1- kvarh ph 1- kVAh ph 1- PF ph 2 kWh direction

PF ph 3 kWh dir ph 1

kWh ph 2+ kvarh ph 2+ kVAh ph 2+ kWh dir ph 2

kWh ph 2- kvarh ph 2- kVAh ph 2- PF agg kWh dir ph 3

kWh ph 3+ kvarh ph 3+ kVAh ph 3+ RMS Values

kWh ph 3- kvarh ph 3- kVAh ph 3- Voltages kvarh quadrant

Urms 1

kWh agg+ kvarh agg+ kVAh agg+ Urms 2 kvarh quadr. ph 1

kWh agg - kvarh agg- kVAh agg- Urms 3 kvarh quadr. ph 2

kvarh quadr. ph 3

kvarh Q1 ph 1 Currents

kvarh Q2 ph 1 Sum 1 Irms 1

kvarh Q3 ph 1 Sum 2 Irms 2 Sequence status

kvarh Q4 ph 1 Sum 3 Irms 3 Int. active status

Sum 4

kvarh Q1 ph 2

kvarh Q2 ph 2 Zero Sequence U cuts ph 1

kvarh Q3 ph 2 Zero sequence I cuts ph 2

kvarh Q4 ph 2 cuts ph 3

kvarh Q1 ph 3 mains frequency sags ph 1

kvarh Q2 ph 3 sags ph 2

kvarh Q3 ph 3 Angle U1/l1 sags ph 3

kvarh Q4 ph 3 Angle U1/11

Angle U2/l2 swells ph 1

kvarh Q1 agg Angle U3/l3 swells ph 2

kvarh Q2 agg swells ph 3

kvarh Q3 agg Angle U1/U2

kvarh Q4 agg Angle U2/U3

Angle U1/U3

Active

ReactiveRMS Values

Voltages

Currents

Zero Sequence

Frequency

Phase angles

Summation

Phase sequence

Voltage defects



5 Energy Metering

5.1 Total Energy Registering
This ACE6000 meter provides total energy
registering for all energy quantities.

Total energy registers are dedicated to store
the total consumption in one register,
independently of tariffs. These registers are
never reset at the end of a billing period.
They can be used for single tariff
applications, whatever the resource level.

5.2 Energy Registering
According to the chosen resource level, up
to 10 independent energy channels can be
selected from the list of energy quantities.

Tariffs are applied to these channels with a
maximum of 8 rate registers per channel,
and an overall total number of 32 rate
registers.  A unique rate is active for each
channel at any time. 

Meter configuration is totally flexible. It is
possible to have different rate configuration
in different energy channels. Example:
several rates for the active energy and one
single rate for the reactive energy.

Specific registers are dedicated to store the
working time of each energy rate register
(in seconds). These registers are never
reset.

The ACE6000 meter offers two possible
modes of accumulating energy in rate
registers. Either the energy rate registers are
reset at the end of a billing period, or they
are never reset and the energy will continue
to accumulate during the next billing
periods. 

At the end of a billing period, the energy 
registers are read and stored in historical
registers.

Up to 18 historical register sets are
available in a circular memory.

The resolution of energy quantities
measurement is 100 mWh/mvarh
(secondary values). Before storage (in
primary values), they are divided by a
programmable ratio, to get a resolution of 1
Wh, 1 kWh, or 1 MWh, in order to optimise
the storage range, according to the CT.VT
ratio. The meter can manage up to 8
significant figures and 2 decimals for an
energy value.

The maximum register value is just below
100 TWh (ratio 107, unit MWh).

When a register reaches its maximum value,
it is automatically reset and restarts from
zero, just as an electromechanical
counter.

8
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6 Demand Registers

6.1 Demand Channels and Tariffs
According to the chosen resource level, up to
10 independent demand channels can be
selected from the list of energy quantities the
meter can measure, plus 1 quantity which is
the aggregate power factor.

Tariffs are applied to these channels (except
aggregate power factor) with a maximum of 8
rate registers per channel, and an overall total
number of 24 rate registers for demands.

At any time, several rates can be active for a
demand channel, and it is possible to have
different rate configurations in each demand
channel.

Demand registers are dedicated to store the
average demand over a fixed time called
integration period.

The main processes linked to the
calculation of the Demand are the
following:
• instantaneous demand and power factor

calculation (updated each second)
• average demand calculation over an
integration period

• average 3-phase power factor calculation
over an integration period

• maximum demand calculation and storage
of the 5 highest peaks in the billing period

• minimum power factor calculation and
storage of the lowest values in the billing
period

• average power factor calculation and
storage in the billing period

• threshold comparison for excess demand
detection

• time stamping
• net and cumulative maximum demand

memorisation.

At the end of each interval, the demand
registers are processed.

The current demand registers are then
reset to zero, to begin counting for the next
demand.

6.2 Demand Functionalities
The ACE6000 meter integration period is
programmable from 1 minute to 60 minutes.

Two modes: block period or sliding period.
For sliding period, a maximum of ten
subintervals can be programmed.

Only one integration period mode and time
can be programmed, which is common for
all demand channels.

A rising value is available for each demand
channel, and represents the current
demand value at any given time during the
integration period.

This register is refreshed every second, as
well as the elapsed time in the integration
period.

Specific actions can be programmed
according to the value of the demand, in
order to inform the customer about
possible excess demand:
• Comparison every second of the rising

demand with a threshold
• Comparison every second of the demand

extrapolation to the end of the period with
a threshold; this comparison being
inhibited during the first 30% of the
period

• Control at the end of the integration
period to a threshold.

Sliding period: A selected number of
subintervals make up the demand period.

At the end of every subinterval, a new
demand calculation occurs, based on the
last full demand interval: as an example,
after the first complete sliding period
including 5 subintervals, when the next
subinterval (the sixth) is reached, the new
calculation doesn’t take into account the
first subinterval, and so on.
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During the same billing period, the meter
stores the five highest peaks of demands,
with their dates and time stamps, the
minimum value of the power factor, with
date and time stamps, and the average
value of the power factor.

Maximum demands are available as
cumulative values, and net values. The
memorisation linked to the power factor is:
• Minimum aggregate power factor with

time stamp
• Average aggregate power factor since the

beginning of the billing period.

The end of integration period can be
triggered by several ways:
• by the internal clock of the meter
• by a time change
• after a power failure
• after a change of tariff rate

In case of power failure it is possible to
program the behaviour:
• restart: a new integration period starts

after power up
• resume: the period which was interrupted

by power failure continues after power up
in order to keep a complete integration
period

• synchronise: the integration period is
always synchronised with the round hour.

The measurements obtained from an
incomplete period can either be kept or
discarded (for maximum demand
calculation and for excess demand control).
The input quantities provided for demand
calculation have a resolution of 100 mWh
(or mVAh or mvarh) – so the minimum
resolution for a demand rate is 100 mW (or
mVA or mvar) – secondary values. Before
storage (in primary values), they are divided
by a programmable ratio to get 1 W, 1 KW,
or 1 MW resolution in order to optimise the
storage range, according to the CT.VT ratio.
The meter can manage up to 5 figures
which can include 0 up to 2 decimals for a
demand value. If a metering result would
require a higher figure, the result is frozen
at the maximum possible value.

Sliding period

Sliding period

(5 in this example)

Sliding period

Rising
value

Actual
demand

t    

Sliding period diagram
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7 Load Profiling 

The ACE6000 meter allows up to 2 x 8
independent load profile channels to be
selected from the list of energy quantities,
including excess plus 1 quantity for the
aggregate power factor, plus 6 quantities for
the RMS voltages and the RMS currents,
plus one quantity for frequency.

Recorded in the load profile array are data
elements, status elements, and date
elements.

Data elements are stored on 2 bytes:
Each quantity allocated to a load profile
channel is integrated over a period of time
(the recording interval). Then it can be
stored as such, or divided by the recording
interval (in order to calculate its average
value) before storage.

This recording interval can be different from
the integration period. It is programmable
from 1 minute to 1440 minutes.
Each batch of 8 channels can have a
different independant integration period.
LP channels can be displayed on LCD.

Status elements are recorded over 4 bytes.

If applicable, a specific event is described
and date stamped in an additional data
element (Clock setting, Daylight saving time,
External synchronisation, power failure).

A date element (3 bytes) is inserted each
day at 00h00.

The maximum capacity for a recording
interval of 15 minutes is 148 days when 8
channels are used.

Load profile reading example



8 Power Supply

The ACE6000 meter has a fully redundant
three-phase autoranging power supply.
The same meter works between 3 x 54 V
to 3 x 240/415 V in any of the following
failure conditions:
• missing one or two phase (4-wire

systems)
• missing one phase (3-wire systems),
• missing neutral or neutral and one phase

(4-wire systems)
• inversion of one phase and neutral (4-wire

systems).

The meter maintains full accuracy in both
4-wire and 3-wire configurations. An
indication of the supply phase condition and
the phase sequence is provided on the
display.

The power supply has enough reserve
energy for 3-phase power outages up to
0.5 second.

Power failure events (per phase and total)
are recorded with a duration, date and time
stamp.

The meter complies with over-current
requirements specified in IEC 62053.

In the event of continuous absence of
power, all data are kept in a non-volatile
memory, with a retention time of at least 10
years without the aid of any backup power.
Power consumption requirements for 
multi-energy and multi-function meters are
according to the specifications in the
IEC 62053. Without communication and
display backlight the power consumption
does not exceed the values given by IEC
62053.
The back-up power supply is designed only
for the real-time clock and the terminal
cover opening detection.

The meter is equipped with a super-cap
and an optional lithium battery.

• Lithium battery: minimum capacity of 3
years in continuous operation at 25°C,
minimum shelf-life of 10 years, with less
than 10% loss of capacity due to self-
discharge at 25°C. 

• Super-cap: minimum capacity of 7 days
power outage carry-over period after 10
service years of the meter at 25°C.

• Super-cap + Lithium battery:
Combination of both functionalities, during
a power failure, the  super-cap is the first
to be drained.

The meter is designed in such a way that
the Lithium battery can be safely changed
without breaking any metrology seals and
while the meter is operating. The operator is
safe from any potential electrical hazard
and is not able to touch any conductor
connected to the meter. Adequate
protection against electrostatic damage is
built in the meter.

12
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9 Time Switch /
Tariff Rate Calendar

The ACE6000 meter’s time switch
possibilities are extremely wide and offer
large flexibility.

The tariff structure can be described in
terms of patterns of tariff rates (1 to 8
rates) for each channel, independent from
each other, of daily profiles (with rate
switching at given times), of seasons
(months including daily profiles for each day
of the week), and of specific or exclusion
days (fixed or moveable holidays, religious
holidays…).

The programmed information contains a 
latent and current time switch structure.
The date of change is programmable.
Tariff control is possible using the internal
time switch. 

Up to 50 different rate patterns – index –
(for energies, demands, tariff outputs
activation), can be used to describe the
meter’s behaviour regarding tariffication.

10 End of Billing

The ACE6000 meter can be configured so
that up to 4 different sources can (if
authorised by configuration) trigger an end
of billing period (MDI reset); These are
summarised in the diagram below.

In order to secure the EOB, it is possible to
program a Lock-Out-time, which is a delay
between two consecutive resets of MDI. 

Locking interactions between categories are
programmable.

11 Real Time Clock (RTC)

The meter internally calculates date and
time, based either on a quartz, or on mains
frequency, according to configuration. The
resolution is one second.

The meter manages leap years, and
Daylight Savings Time.

Date and time are used for controlling tariff
switching, interval measurement, and time
stamping of events and results.

RTC characteristics comply with IEC 61038.

End of Billing
Processing

Periodical end
(timer)

Scheduled
Control

Communications

Push button

EOB Event
(asynchronous)

EOB Event
(asynchronous)

EOB Event
(pre-programmed)

EOB Event
(periodical)

Quantities Number

Seasons 12

Exclusion days 100

Daily profiles 24

Switching times/day profile 16

Switching times in all day profiles 100

Calendar quantitiesSchedule end of billing diagram



12 Communications

12.1 LCD Display and Push-Buttons
The ACE6000 meter’s LCD Display is
dedicated to provide direct access to up to
100 parameters, including:
• Current energy and demand registers
• Billing information
• Fundamental network parameters
• Historical registers
• General Alarm signal and status word...
The list of displayable parameters is fully
programmable.

T on and T off are programmable for the
auto-scrolling (normal list). Backlight facility
is available with all versions.

Scrolling push-button:
This button is dedicated to scroll available
parameters, as specified in lists defined by
the configuration software. The meter can
manage 1, 2 or 3 lists (normal, alternate
short, and alternate long).

Reset push-button:
This sealable button is just below the scrolling
push button. It is used to reset the maximum
demand indicators and close the billing period.

The association of both, scrolling and reset push
buttons can activate the different display modes:
• The normal mode which is active by

default, all available parameters are 
auto-scrolling with a pre-programmed 
time-out between them; In this mode a
test of all segments of the LCD is available
by pressing the display button; If the
display button is kept pressed down or the
button pressed a second time the alternate
long mode is activated; If the reset 
push-button is pressed during the LCD
test, the alternate short mode is activated.

• The alternate long mode: manually
displays alarms and parameters according
to a specific programmable list (extended
list, accessible to the end user). This mode
allows LP display.

From this mode, it is possible to enter 
the set mode by pressing the reset 
push-button.

• Set mode: In this mode, it is possible to
modify some of the parameters, such as the
date, or the time. After a time-out, or after
validation, the meter returns to the alternate
mode.

• The alternate short mode: manual display
of alarms and parameters, according to a
specific programmable list (extended list,
accessible to the utility only); After a 
time-out, or at the end of  the sequence,
the meter returns to the normal mode.
From this mode, it is also possible to enter
the  set mode by pressing the reset
push-button.

For each display list, it is possible to
configure the parameters that will be
displayed. The sequence order is also
programmable, but unique for the 3 lists.

12.2 LED Indicators
The meter has two LED indicators to
control the accuracy of the meter, in a
laboratory, or on site with an appropriate
portable standard meter.

The two LED’s deliver flashes corresponding
to the quantum of energy with a value
marked on front of the meter. These values
are (secondary values): DC version 1 Wh, CT
version 0.1 Wh. Ton = 10ms.

The LED can deliver independently either
Active energy, or Reactive energy.

14



12.3 Output Options
Optionally, the Actaris ACE6000 meter can
be equipped with additional control
outputs/pulse outputs.

The Control Outputs can be used to:
• transmit an end of integration period
• transmit an end of billing period
• transmit a current index indication
• indicate a general alarm
• transmit clock synchronisation pulses
• indicate excess demand
• indicate phase cut
• energy pulse retransmission.

12.4 Optical Communication Port
The meter integrates one optical port. It is

dedicated to local communication with the

meter.

The optical port uses the protocol described
by IEC 62056/21 for reading register data
from the meter. It also uses the IEC
62056/42-46-53-61-62 protocol, DLMS
COSEM, for full reading and programming
actions. The baud rate can be selected
between 300 and 19200 bauds.

12.5 Electrical Communication Port
An electrical port is available to allow
communications between the meter and
the utility (1 x RS232 or 1 x RS485). A
power supply is available for powering up an
external modem (total capacity of 100 mA
at levels from 5V to 12V DC).

This port is in compliance with the V24/ EIA
RS232D or with the RS485 standard.
The port is primarily designed to operate
with an external modem, but will also allow
operation in a direct connection.
The baudrate can be selected from 1200 to
19200 bauds, using the COSEM protocol.

WARNING: The electrical port, either
RS232 or RS485, must be used externally
with twisted pair cable.

15



12.6 Modem Management
The modem will be connected to a public
switched telephone network (PSTN)
normally provided by the customer.
Standard PSTN, GSM or LAN (internet)
modem can be used with the 6000.
The ACE6000 meter supports the following
CCITT modem standards:
• V.22 (Effective transfer speed: 1200bps)
• V.22bis (Effective transfer speed:

2400bps)
• V.32 (Effective transfer speed: 9600bps)
• V.32 bis (Effective transfer speed:

14400bps).

The auto answer mode will be the normal
mode of operation. The meter can perform
a bi-directional communication with the
modem to initialise it.

12.7 Logical Devices and Clients
Several levels of security access exist in the
meter. Confidentiality and privacy of data
are managed by logical devices in the
meter (which can be addressed
individually), and different client
identifications (password protected).

The ACE6000 meter has three logical
devices: the “Electricity device”, the
“Management device”, and the “End
customer device”.

Several client types are predetermined, with
different authorisation to access data: 
• “Electricity Utility - Laboratory”
• “Electricity Utility - Field”
• “Electricity Utility – meter reader”

13 Network and Tamper
Monitoring

The ACE6000 meter offers the
instantaneous value and the minimum and
maximum values of the frequency over a
billing period. The instantaneous and the
maximum rms values of the voltage and the
current for each phase over a billing period
are also available.

The following situations can be detected
and recorded in a history file:

Terminal cover opening (option):
• number of cover openings.
• 10 last cover openings (with time stamp,

duration).
• Even without network

Watchdog activity:
• number of watchdog events.
• last watchdog event with time stamps.

Calibrations history:
• number of calibrations
• last calibration date and time.

Configurations history:
• number of configurations
• last configuration (end of configuration)

time stamp.

Total power failures:
• number of short power failures
• number of long power failures
• cumulated duration of long power failures,
• duration of the longest power failures with

starting time stamp
• duration of the shortest power failures

with starting time stamp
• 10 last long power failures (with starting

time stamp and duration).

16
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14 Display of Error Code

Error codes can be displayed in the display
list, on 2 lines: first line for non fatal errors
(9 characters), and second line for fatal
errors (2 characters).

The occurrence of the following non fatal
errors is indicated for example:
Watchdog activity, battery alarm,
temperature, communication error,
configuration incoherence, clock loss, clock
incoherence, voltage cut (per phase)...

The occurrence of the following fatal errors
is indicated for example:
RAM error, program memory error, several
external clock incoherence....

If a fatal error occurs the meter will switch
to a non-operational mode, where only
instantaneous values will be processed and
no energy counting or demand/loadprofile
calculation will be performed. This mode is
indicated by the word “stop” on the LCD. 

The meter should then be removed from
the field and tested. It will still contain all
measuring data which had been collected
up until the fatal error occurred.

15 Order Information

To order an ACE6000 meter the following
information is necessary: 

Hardware definition:
This is done by a order code, consisting of 4
digit groups.

In addition, the rated voltage, current and
frequency must be indicated.

Firmware Definition: 
Indicate which resource level for firmware
should be implemented. 

Configuration: 
State the details of any configuration that
should be loaded during the manufacturing
process. For help on ordering please
contact your local agency or Actaris
representative.

Please note, specifications are valid only after

confirmation from Actaris

Product version

ACE6000 meter ACE 661

Connection and Class

CT cl 0.5 B

CT cl 1 C

DC 100A D

I/O Configuration

No I/O + RS232 00

No I/O + RS485 01

5 Outputs + RS232 04

5 Outputs + RS485 05

ACE 6000 product version

3 x 220 4W 4A  

3 x 110 4W 4B

3 x 57.7 4W 4C

3 x 220 3W 3A

3 x 110 3W 3B

3 x 57.7 3W 3C



NOTES

Actaris S.A.S

ZI Chasseneuil - Avenue des Temps Modernes

86361 Chasseneuil du Poitou cedex - France

For more information, www.actaris.com

tel +33 5 49 62 70 00

fax +33 5 49 62 70 89
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